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generations; there are no large stages available for flaggers; or, how some may say, it’s human nature
for people to change, to fall out of love with someone or something. Originated in the seventies
especially in the circuit parties and peaking during the mid-eighties while identifying with the AIDS
community, flagging represents not only an art form, but one of self expression, and has perpetually
changed with time. Nowadays we find this art form being taught in workshops, performed in parades
and parks by men and women alike. Even more, the art of flagging is being passed on from parents to
children. Each generation, each individual has the opportunity to reshape this art form and, thus, to
ensure the continuity of this form of flow art from one generation to another.
But flagging is not the only flow art available. A Flow Affair captures a full image of the history of all
flow arts—including flagging, fanning (which is an ancient art form with Asian origins) and poi
(which mostly identify with San Francisco flow arts community).
A young flagger who traveled all the way from San Francisco to attend A Flow Affair premier
screening offers flow arts a new stage—the social networks stage. Because flagging has changed his
entire life, he encourages others to give it a try. He also adds, “It’s human nature to seek God’s love
and that’s what flagging offers.”
It is also symbolic that A Flow Affair premiered in a place of worship, intersecting the element of
spiritual healing with that of physical healing—especially associated with the AIDS epidemic.
Embarking its audience on a journey into the history of each of flow art forms, A Flow Affair offers a
complex, in-depth lesson in LGBT culture and history; therefore, A Flow Affair doesn’t only plant a
seed for the flow art form, but a flow community seed, allowing the continuity of this kind of artistic
expression.
A Flow Affair is yet another testimony that, over the years, Wolfgang Busch has become not only a
teacher of LGBT culture and history, but also a historian himself, his films documenting, for posterity,
an important part of our history. Put them together, Busch’s films, and they help sketch out a complex,
rich and forever evolving image of the LGBT community.

Author's NOTE: Flow arts enable self-expression by engaging all our senses:
TOUCH: the soft, almost fluid material of the flag wraps around the body, kisses the skin; it reveals
its beauty warmed up by the sunrise light; flagging ignites the journey within, the reconnection with
one's self; flag dancers get lost in the moment, while the world around them disappears, leaving room
for self-expression
SIGHT: the bright colors of the fans (fans, sometimes considered extensions of one's hands and arms)
wrap the body, as in angelic wings; thus they create yet another path to self-expression, allowing
dancers to experience the power of living in the moment, which, in turn, facilitates the connection
between one and one's self
HEARING: the flick of the fan underlines the moment of bliss while, in the same time, makes it
disappear, as if to remind us that we shouldn't get stuck in a moment, even a blissful one, rather to go
with the flow--with the artistic flow, that is--and continue to use flow arts (for example) to create a
complex blend of artistic flow, that, in turn, would ultimately guide us on the path of self-expression
and self-rediscovery.
TASTE & SMELL: are also enhanced by flow arts and through the journey within the soul they offer,
one that leads to self-expression and self-discovery.
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